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S3-A SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENT.DESCRIPTION
INTRODUCTION
The Small Scientific Satellite, S3 -A (Explorer 45) was launched
on November 15, 1971, from the San Marco Equatorial Range, Kenya, Africa,
into an elliptical, equatorial orbit by a four stage Scout rocket. The
satellite is instrumented with a variety of charged particles and fields
experiments to carry out definitive investigations of specific magneto-
spheric phenomena in the heart of the magnetosphere.
The S3 program was established to provide experimenters with the
opportunity of flying a well integrated set of detectors aimed at specific
investigations. To accomplish this objective, the S3 spacecraft was
developed to be a small, flexible, general-purpose spacecraft, capable
of being launched by the economical Scout rocket. It is unique in
several aspects, especially in its data handling system, which is pro-
grammable from the ground.
This Letter will describe the scientific objectives of the first
mission, define the orbital parameters, and provide a brief description
of the spacecraft, a summary of the detector characteristics, and the
capabilities of the data system. The Letters.whichfollow basically
contain the early results from the mission which were presented at
the 1972 Spring meeting of the American Geophysical Union.
MISSION OBJECTIVES
The scientific objectives of the S3-A mission are outlined in
Table 1. The primary objective is the study of the ring current which
causes the main phase of magnetic storms, with special emphasis on its
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development and source of energy. Closely associated with this objective
is the determination of the relationship between magnetic storms, sub-
storms, and the acceleration of charged particles in the magnetosphere.
A wide range of energies for both protons and electrons, as well
as several energy channels for alpha particles, are being measured, all
as a function of pitch angle. This will provide especially pertinent
data for the analysis of both cross-L and pitch angle diffusion. These
particle measurements, combined with both AC electric and magnetic field
measurements, will allow particular studies of wave-particle interactions
responsible for particle transport and loss in the inner magnetosphere.
ORBITAL PARAMETERS
The orbital parameters for the satellite were selected to fulfill
the scientific requirements (Figure 1). The apogee had to be suffi-
ciently high to measure the major portion of the storm-time ring current,
yet the period sufficiently short to allow several traverses through
the current region during a storm. Only'at 'the magnetic equator can
all trapped particles be measured, so a very low inclination was chosen.
This dictated a San Marco launch if the Scout were to be used.
With this particular orbit, the line of apsides moves around toward
the sun at a rate of 120 per month from its original position of about
21.8 hours local time. It was desirable to initially place apogee as
close to midnight as shadow conditions, and therefore thermal conditions,
would allow, in order to include sampling in the asymmetric region of
the ring current and on substorm magnetic field lines.
The satellite is spin stabilized, with a 16 second spin period
originally specified in order to acquire good counting statistics in
pitch angle measurements from the particle detectors. However, thermal
torques on the booms of the spacecraft produced a precession of the
spin axis immediately after launch, so that a spin period of about 8.4
seconds was established to attain dynamicsstability. An active spin
control system has been used to modify the period during the course
of the mission.
SPACECRAFT
A drawing of the spacecraft appears in Figure 2. It consists of
a main body and five booms. The mid band of the spacecraft contains
the electronics systems and particle detectors. All of the detectors
except two are located perpendicular to the spin axis (the axis of
symmetry), and therefore scan various pitch angles as the satellite
spins. Since the spin axis was placed near the ecliptic plane, and
therefore nearly perpendicular to the local magnetic field, particles
in the pitch angle range from 900 down to small pitch angles are mea-
sured.
A triaxial fluxgate magnetometer is contained in the rectangular
box on the boom along the spin axis. Two search coil magnetometers,
one parallel and one perpendicular to the spin axis, are held at the
ends of the short booms. The two spheres mounted five meters apart on
the long, insulated booms, serve as sensors for both DC and AC electric
field measurements.
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Table 2 contains a weight breakdown of the satellite. With a
total orbital weight of 108.2 lbs., a large fraction, almost 30%, is
in the form of experiments. The on-board data processing system, which
will be described later, consists of five trays of electronics, yet
weights only 10.0 lbs. and consumes 6 watts of power. The power system
delivered 34 watts after launch, of which 14 watts is used for space-
craft systems and 8 watts for a special purpose wide-band transmitter.
The satellite contains two transmitters, one for the digital (PCM)
data at 446 bits/second and the other for either digital data or wide-
band analog data from the AC electric field and search coil sensors.
The command system handles 80 commands for controlling the spacecraft
and experiment functions as well as for flight program loads for the
data processing system. The attitude determination system consists of
a digital solar aspect sensor and one earth telescope for continuous
aspect determination, and a scanning star sensor for aspect determination
to better than 0.10 during selected portions of the orbit.
Spin rate and attitude control is achieved through torques generated
by the magnetic moment interaction of current-carrying coils with the
earth's magnetic field. Control of the currents is provided by a
separate magnetometer. Since launch a procedure has been developed to
suppress the spin-axis precession angle through real-time ground control
of the torquing currents.
An especially light weight structure was achieved through the
use of a pop-rivet sheet metal construction technique. The structural
weight is only 19% of the total satellite weight.
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A considerably more detailed description of the satellite systems
can be found in Williams et al, 1968.
DETECTOR CHARACTERISTICS
Table 3 contains the characteristics of the particle detectors.
The channel multiplier detector system contains six detectors, two
each to measure the energy spectra and pitch angle distributions of
protons and electrons with two different geometric factors, and two
fixed energy detectors mounted parallel to the spin axis. Each detector
consists of a cylindrical electrostatic analyzer for particle species
and energy selection and a channel electron multiplier as the sensor.
The solid state proton detector consists of two surface barrier
solid state detector telescopes, each with two elements. The low energy
range telescope is mounted behind a broom magnet to sweep out electrons
with energies less than 300 kev. The heavy ion telescope measures
fluxes of ions with Z > 2, and the back element makes proton measure-
ments for energies greater than about 364 kev.
The solid state electron detector is a magnetic spectrometer with
four surface barrier detectors. The energy windows established electron-
ically are matched to the energy intervals from the magnetic dispersion
of the beam by the magnet.
The properties of the fields detectors are described in Table 4.
The three axis fluxgate magnetometer has two ranges controlled by-ground
command. The low resolution range saturates at about 2.5 RE, and the-
high resolution range is commanded on each orbit at about 4..0 RE. Be-
sides the seven bandpass filters for each search coil magnetometer, the
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spin aligned magnetometer provides a 30 to 300 Hz wide-band signal and
the perpendicular one a 30 to 3000 Hz wide-band signal.
The spheres at the ends of the long booms serve as sensors for
both the DC and AC electric fields measurements. While the sensitivity
of the DC fields measurement is about 0.2 mv/meter, the accuracy of the
measurements depend upon the physical parameters of the plasma sur-
rounding the satellite (Maynard, 1972). Included in the DC electric
fields electronics are four bandpass filters for very low frequency
waves. The AC electric fields electronics contains 15 bandpass filters
plus a sixteenth broadband filter. A 100 Hz to 10 kHz broadband filter
also provides an analog signal to the wide-band transmitter.
Both search coil magnetometers and the AC electric fields detectors
have rapid wave form outputs in digital form which allow special high
frequency sampling programs to be run,
While the electric field measurements are made only along one
axis, two axis information is obtained because of the satellite spin.
DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM
The on-board data processing system is composed of four physically
separate units (Figure 3):
a) A central processing unit provides the executive functions
for the system, such as executing the stored program instru-
tions, formatting data, addressing the memories, priority
sensing and outputting the data to telemetry.
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b) The program memory stores instructions that, when executed by
the central processing unit, result in data acquisition, tem-
porary data storage, data formatting, control, and other
operations. This memory contains core locations for 256
instructions of 14 bits each. Within the memory, three in-
dependent programs can reside, one for acquiring data from
sensor outputs and the buffer memory for telemetry formatting,
one for acquiring data either asynchronous or synchronous with
the spacecraft clock, but at rates different than the tele-
metry rate, and the third for priority interrupt data based
upon test conditions within detectors.
c) The buffer memory provides for temporary storage of certain
data types to allow for data acquisition at times other than
at requests to fill the telemetry format. Examples are the
occasional rapid collection of data at rates far exceeding
the telemetry rate, collection of data asynchronous to the
telemetry clock, and data called for by high priority inter-
rupt lines. In addition, the buffer memory provides index
registers and program address registers. The total capacity
of the memory is 16,000 bits.
d) The input/output module is the interface between all detector
and spacecraft systems and the data processing system. All
data (analog, digital and random pulse data) enter the data
processing system at this point by means of 64 addressable
data channels and 128 non-addressable subcommutated channels.
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The addressable channels are interrogated at a rate and order
determined by the stored program instructions. In this module
the analog signals are digitized to 10 bits, with the 4, 8,
or 10 most significant bits being telemetered for some data
or the 4, 8, or 10 least significant bits for other data.
Control is through program instructions. The random pulse
data are accumulated and compressed in this module also. In
addition the module contains circuitry allowing direct com-
munication between the data processing system and detectors
to command mode changes in the detectors at known points in
the program.
A fifth unit, auxiliary to the data processing system, contains
the data synchronized clock, which provides timing signals for acquisi-
tion of data synchronized to the roll of the satellite. The roll is
defined either by sun sightings or a signal from the fluxgate magneto-
meter when the particle detectors are normal to the local magnetic
field.
The reprogramming capabilities of the satellite have been utilized
more extensively by the experimenters and spacecraft operations engineers
than originally planned. To date over 90 reprogrammings have occurred,
comprised of about 14 different programs, some general purpose for
sampling all detectors on a fairly even basis, some special purpose
with emphasis on a few detectors. For example, a special purpose pro-
gram was written after the discovery of the anomalous pitch angle dis-
tributions discussed in Williams et al (1972) to obtain even higher
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resolution pitch angle distribution measurements during the development
of the main phase of magnetic storms.
GROUND DATA HANDLING
The S3 -A program is also notable for its ground data handling pro-
cedures. The identification and data extraction schemes devised to
identify all the telemetered data as to sensor source, time of acqui-
sition, and word length, and the random extraction of desired data
from the bit stream required new and unique software systems.
In keeping with the concept that the entire satellite comprises
a single experiment in space is the precept that the satellite data
is not separated at any stage of processing. The final output to all
experimenters is identical data tapes that include all the data from
the satellite. Several of the papers in this series would not have
been possible without this form of data availability.
SUMMARY
The S3-A spacecraft has provided the experimenters with a true
scientific work bench in space. The single mission concept for a
particular spacecraft has allowed the group of researchers the utili-
zation of this entire bench for the solution of specific physical pro-
blems. All parameters affecting the mission, such as orbital parameters,
orientation and control capabilities, aspect determination, all sensor
properties, sensor sampling schemes, are under the control of the experi-
menters.
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The value and success of these innovations instituted in the S3
program have already become visible in the scientific returns reported
in the series of papers presented at the Spring 1972 AGU meeting, only
five months after launch, and in the Letters which follow.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Orbital parameters for S3-A.
A drawing of the S3 -A satellite showing the configuration
of the detectors mounted on booms and in the main body.
A block diagram of the S3 -A on-board data processing system
showing the four principal modules and the types of inter-
face signals.
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Figure 1.
Figure 2.
Figure 3.
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